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Using the Duffin-Kemmer-Petiau (DKP) description of mesons, we are able to render
simple SU(3) theory consistent with the supposedly "large" experimental value of I'(q—yy)/I'(7r -yy) =129 +33. After discussing q-q' mixing we make a prediction [uncertain
because of large errors in I'«P'(n ) and I',~,&'(ri)] of I' (q' ry) =0.32+0'. 32 keV. This
is at least 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than the Klein-Gordon (KG) prediction, I' (q'—rr) = 52 +24 keV, which in fact is almost ruled out by upper limits set by recent experi-
ments.

Recently we have proposed" that the Duffin'-
Kemmer'-Petiau' (DKP) description of pseudo-
scalar mesons (P) is better than the conventional
Klein-Gordon (KG) description, in situations
where there is symmetry breaking. " Among
other things, we were able to explain, simply and
numerically, puzzling experimental results in E,3

decays' (such as the large negative value of the
symmetry-breaking parameter g, and the discrep-
ancy between the values of the Cabibbo angle ob-
tained from X„and nuclear 0' -O' P decays), and
to make new experimental predictions [such as a
dynamically plausible zero in the scalar form
factor f,(t), and a slightly different branching

!
ratio for w„decay].

ZKG(v'-yy) =E,y(x)e„„a„A„'"(x)9 & "'(x),

In this paper we look at a completely different
interaction (electromagnetism) of pseudoscalar
mesons. By using the DKP formalism we will
first resolve the disagreement between experi-
ment and the simple SU(3) prediction for the de-
cay width ratio I'(rt-yy)/I'(x'-yy). Then after
discussing the g-g mixing angle we will be able
to make a testable prediction for the value of
I'(q'-yy). This DKP prediction is at least 1-2
orders of magnitude lower than the (almost ex-
perimentally ruled out) KG prediction.

(1) The ratio I"(rt-yy)/I'(s'-yy) in the absence
of r)-rt' mixing. —We start by considering the ordi-
nary KG description of r'-yy. The matrix ele-
ment W obtained from the Lagrangian density
is [effectively &'E ~ B coupling]

cL( ~ (Sp h (1)h (2) y3)-1/2e h {1)~ (1)h (2)~ (2) e~[ix» ( p h(1) h(2)) ] (2)

where' m, and p are the mass and four-momentum of the pion, and s' and h(') are the polarization
vectors and four-momenta of the photons. V (T) will be the normalization volume (time). Standard
techniques then give the value of the decay width as

d y( iyd3$&» yp~~(~'- ) — — g ) i f sdrP ~'G
(2n)' (2w)' T ,p, „, (3)

=
l z, l'm, '/64'. (4)

To relate w' decay to q decay, one notes that the two-photon state is a pure U-spin-0 state while 2Iw')
——,'v 3 lri) is U-spin 1.' Thus,

(rrll &'& = ~~&rrll yi&,
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where the notation (II& in Eq. (5) stands for an ap-
propriate reduced matrix element. Equation (5)
is conventionally interpreted to mean that in the
SU(3) limit,

z, =vSZ„. (6)

Combining Eqs. (6) and (4) with the analog of (4)
for g-yy decay, we find

&(n-y() "
~ m. )' 224 (~)r(~'-yy), 3 m,

vrhich is in violent disagreement with the experi-
mental value"

However, if one uses instead the DKP equa-
tion to describe the matrix element, then [u{p)
=(2m, ') '" col(ip„ ip„ ip„ ip„—m, j]

2""=(G„/2"')y(x)e„„,„s„A„~'~e,a„&2&,

y(x) = (m, /p, V)"'u(p)e'~'".

If one now goes through the rest of the calculation
one finds

rest frame of the decaying rnesons we would have

/ q& = cos8[ q,&
—sine/ q,&;

/ q'& = sin8/ q,&+ cos8/ q,&.
(ie)

This means that the predictions for the P -yy de-
cRys Rre

64&r(&-yy) =3~ 9,)'(m„)",

64~r(q-»)
=

~ 9,~'cos'8[i —tan8(9, /9, )]'(m „)",
64~r(q -yy)

'm(~ /yy)
'x'

(i5)%(g-yy) -, G„'

So only the DKP Eqs. (12) and (15) are compati-
ble, and not the KG Eqs. (6) and {14).

(2) Pseudoecalar mixing angle. —Using the stand-
ard sign convention, the mixing of g and q' from
the pure octet (g,) and singlet (q,) states is given
by

r"'(~'-») =
[ G„f'm„'/64~. (11)

In obtaining Eq. (11), uu in 13R P is evaluated
as Tr(uu). (For a detailed discussion of the kine-
matics of matrix elements involving a single DKP
meson see Appendix B of the las't Article 1n Ref. 1.)

The only thing left is to repeat the argument of
Eqs.. (5) and (6), which now yields

=
~ 9, )' cos'8[tan8+ 9,/9, ]'{m„,)",

C, , {DKI)
F, , (KG)

'

To obtain the P mixing angle, one solves

tan28 = [(ri - q')'- y']"'/y;

y=-q +q- ~(4K- x),

(20)

(2i)

nKP r(n-yy) "'= I('m. 'I' „,r(ir yy) 3 (, m i
(13)

which agrees very mell with experiment, even
before inclusion of the effects of q-q' mixing.

The important point to realize is that simply
by using the DKP formulation we hRve eRslly
found agreement with experiment to within the 10-
30% in the matrix element that one expects from
SU(3). Contrariwise, the KG pure SU{3) calcula-
tion ls off by a factor of -Z.4 M tA8 fPsQtt'sx 8E8-
ment. When we later calculate the small (large)
DKP (KG) SU(3) corrections (g-q' mixing) neces-
sary to obtam exact agreement with A p we
will find that they imply very different predictions
for r (q' -yy).

Before proceeding we wish to observe that if
the arguments of Eqs. (5), (6), and (12) are liter-
ally taken to refer to the physical matrix ele-
ments defined from Eqs. (1) and (9), then in the

where g, g', E, and r are the average isospin
multiplet masses [masses squared] for the DKP
[KG] solution. "

Up to a sign, which we shall dis-
cuss below,

gDKP ~ 23 8&. gKG ~I0 5& (22)

It is the DKP angle which agrees with the value
of approximately —24' obtained from nN -(rl,q')¹"Also note that the DKP mixing angle is
preferable since it is much closer to the "ideal
mixing angle, " 8=cos '(~2)"'=35 . That the KG
angle is far from the ideal angle has been empha-
sized by Strocchi and Caffarelli. " As the DKP
vector mixing angle is 36.8, both of the DKP
angles are near the ideal angle.

(3) Sign of the mixing angle and q'-yy decay.—To obtain a prediction for r(q'-yy) we first
divide Eqs. (18) and (19) by Eq. (17). Then using
8 [8"] from Eq. (22) we solve for the value of
G,/6, [E,/E, ] needed to obtain agreement with the
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experimental value of I'(y) —yy)/I'(w' —yy). Since
the theoretical expression for 1"(y)' -yy)/I'(w'

yy) depends only on these (now determined) val-
ues of G,/G8 [E,/E8] and 8 [8 ], I'(y)'-yy)
can now be predicted directly from a knowledge
of I""P'(w'-yy) and I""P'(y)-yy). In solving for
9 g/98 we obtain two solutions, first by using one
sign of 9,/9, relative to tan8, and then the other.
These and all our other results are shown in
Table I. The errors come mainly from uncer-
tainties in I",,"p, '(w') and 1 «p, '(y)).

Ne can immediately rule out the solutions with

(9,/9, ) tan8&0 for both DKP and KG. This is be-
cause new experiments by Basile et aE."and
Harvey et a/. '4 have precisely determined the
branching ratio of q'-yy to be' 0.0184+0.0035
which means that' I""i"(y)'-yy) & V4+ 14 keV.
Further, a new experiment" gives I""P'(q'-yy)
~ I5",s keV. These numbers clearly rule out the
solutions in Table I with (9,/9, ) tan8&0, and also
those theoretical KG models which have predicted
I'(y)'-yy) is O(100's of keV).

The allowed [(9,/9, ) tan8 &0] DKP and KG pre-
dictions for I'(yI'-yy) are very distinct. For KG
there is a very large value of E,/E, and 1 (y)'-yy) = 52 a 24 keV. This last figure is at about
the upper experimental limit just quoted, and

couM soon be ruled out by a better experiment.
Contrariwise the DKP solution is I' (q'-yy)
= 0.32'00~»' keV; i.e., O(100's of eV). The large
uncertainty arises from the sensitivity of Eq. (19)
to the uncertainty in determining G,/G, . Even so,
however, the DKP prediction is clearly at least
1-2 orders of magnitude lower than the KG pre-
diction, and so offers a clear test between the
two formulations.

%e observe that since the branching ratio of q'

yy is now fairly well known, the DKP prediction

fo»(yi'-yy) can be used to compute I'„,(y)') and
I'(y)' - y)ww). We find

I""'(q') =17'"keV
(23)I"'(q - qww) =12"„'keV.

The width for the strotg decay y)'- y)ww in Eq. (23)
is comparable to that for the second-order elec-
tromagnetic decay y)

—Sw, I""&'(y)—Sw) = 1.42
+ 0.31 keV, which has very nearly the same Q val-
ue (144 MeV for y)- Sw' versus 138 MeV for y)'- y)w'w'). This indicates that the y)'- y)ww decay
amplitude is strongly suppressed (by a factor of
-30) compared to what one would expect for a
typical strong decay.

The sensitivity of the DKP solution to G,/G,
arises because G,/G, = O(1), which is far from
true for the much larger KG value of E,/E, . The
lower (DKP) value of 9,/9, is not at all surpris-
ing. If we calculate 9,/9, from the pole model

(q, or y),) - (2p and 2&v) -yy we find

9,/9, —= + —,'v 2=+0.47,

where we have used the U(12) model of Sakita and
Wali" to estimate the ppq, , and e~q, , coupling
constants in the limit of no g,-g, mixing. Note
that Eq. (24) gives the desired sign 9,/9, & 0 [im-
plying 8&0 since experiment gives (9,/9, ) tan8
&0] and yields 8 " (U(12)) = 111, in excellent
agreement with experiment.

%e emphasize that the uncertainties that remain
in determining 9,/9, and I'(y)'-yy) are almost
entirely due to the experimental errors' in three
quantities: (1) 12/0 error in 1«p'(wo); (2) 22%
error in I",,"P,'(q); (3) the limit I",,"i,"(y)*)&[4 MeV, '
or 1.9 MeV "]. We strongly encourage experi-
ments to settle these questions,

In conclusion we point out that the decays p

TABLE L Comparison of the KG and DKP predictions with experiment for I'(w, y), yI' —yy) and the pseudoscalar
mixing angle, For the mixing angle 8, the DKP lKG) prediction is obtained from the mass [mass-squared) formula.

Pure SU(S)
(no g-q' mixing)
predictions for

F(w- yy)
I (~'-yy)

Pseudoscalar
Q -'g mixing

angle, ~

Predictions for I (W yy) with W-'g mixing
(9,/9, ) t~» O soiutien, (9g/98) tans & 0 solution,
experimentally ruled out experimentally allowed
Igg/98I F(W' yy) keV lgg/98 I 1(W' yy) keV

Klein-Gordon
Duffin-Kemmer-

Petiau
Experiment

91.1
129 +83

+28.8'
See Ref, 11

18.64 ~1.68

5.22 + 0.87 176 +32

Pg 15+19b

7.80 +1.68

0.68 ~0.37 0 f2+Does
0

I'& 74 +14
Pg 15+feb

~Bef. 8. Ref. 15.
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—py, ~ Fy, and K+ Xg can be treated 1n a 81m-
ilar fashion, and will be discussed elsewhere.
Although the branching ratio for u -my is known,
those for p-&y and%*-Ky are not, since the
photonic decay modes of p and K~ are difficult to
observe directly. Howevex', these modes can be
dete1 mined 1ndlrectly by measur1ng the d1fferen-
tial cross sections for the production of the re-
spective vectox' mesons by a & or E incident on a
high-Z nucleus. ~o
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